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Abstract-A new approach to modeling normal interface modulation doped field-effect transistors 
(MODFETs) is presented in which the 2-D electron gas density is integrated along the channel instead 
of the channel potential. With this approach we are able to implement a highly accurate polynomial 
description of the Fermi potential in the channel as a function of free electron density for arbitrary 
acceptor densities in GaAs channel. A substantial increase in the near threshold device current results. 
A carrier density dependent low field mobility is also incorporated into the model. These modifications 
are expected to result in an improved ability to estimate device characteristics from extrinsic material and 
device parameters. 

NOTATION 

a constant in the linear approximation of &(n,) 
(eVm’) and Vri(n,) (Vm’) 
the total AlGaAs thickness between the gate and 
the channel (m) 
the doped AlGaAs thickness beneath the gate (m) 
the undoped AlGaAs spacer layer thickness at the 
heterojunction (m) 
a derived constant (m) 
a two dimensional density of states in the channel 
(V-‘m-2) 
the Fermi energy relative to the bottom of the 
quantum well (J) 
a constant in the linear approximation of E,,(n,) 
(J) 
the AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction discontinuity 
(J) 
the static permittivity of the AlGaAs layer 
(Fm-‘) 
the electric field in the channel (Vm-‘) 
the critical electric field at the onset of electron 
velocity saturation in the channel (Vm-‘) 
a constant in the cubic approximation of F,i(ni’3) 
(Vm@‘) 
the gate metal work function (V) 
a constant exponent of n, describing the carrier 
density dependence of mobility 
scale factors relating the potentials of the ground 
and 1st excited states in the quantum well to ,:I3 
(Vm4”) 
the reduced Plank’s constant (Js) 
the transistor drain current (A) 
the saturated transistor drain current (A) 
Boltzmann’s constant (J/K) 
the transistor gate length (m) 
the effective mass of an electron in the channel 
(kg) 
the mobility of an electron in the channel 
(m2V-‘s-r) 
the mobility of an electron in the channel for the 
maximum carrier density in the channel 
(m2V-‘s-r) 
the sheet electron density in the channel (me2) 
the maximum sheet electron density in the chan- 
nel (m-l) 
a polynomial function of n, (Vm-*) 

Ni 
v 

the donor doping level in the AlGaAs (m-)) 
a constant in the cubic approximation to V,,(~I:‘~) 
Cv) 

K 

4 

f c 
T 
V 

V, 

v ‘ OR 

V, 
Vi 
vo, vi 

Ee unit electron charge (C) 
the sheet charge density in the channel (Cm-*) 
the transistor source resistance (0) 
a constant in the cubic approximation to V,,(II!‘~) 
(vm*) 
temperature (K) 
the electron velocity in the channel (ms-I) 
the saturated electron velocity in the channel 
(ms-‘) 
the potential in the channel (V) 
the external gate potential (V) 
threshold shifted effective gate potentials (V) 
the Fermi potential relative to the bottom of the 
quantum well (V) 
a constant in the linear approximation to VFi(n,) 
W) 
a derived constant (V) 
a derived constant (v) 
the thermal voltage (V) 
the potentials of the ground and first excited 
states in the quantum well (V) 
the position coordinate along the length of the 
channel (m) 
a constant in the cubic approximation to V,,(n:“) 
(Vm*“) 
the transistor gate width (m) 

The original device model for the normal interface 
modulation-doped field-effect transistor assumed a 
two-piece linear velocity-field characteristic in an 
infinite triangular quantum well[l]. To obtain a solu- 
tion within the gradual channel approximation, the 
Fermi energy in the channel was held to be a con- 
stant. The first improvement to be offered to this 
model was to incorporate a linearized Fermi energy 
versus channel carrier density of the form 
EF = an, + EFO[2]. Although it is not widely recog- 
nized, this improvement was presented simulta- 
neously by Delagebeaudeuf et a[.[31 where they also 
noted that the low field mobility is apparently a 
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power law function of the two-dimensional electron 
gas density of the form p = p,,n:. This relation agrees 
with the original observation of Tsui et a/.[41 and the 
subsequent work of Hirakawa and Sasaki[S]. This 
observation has been largely neglected in subsequent 
modeling papers. Instead, work has focussed on the 
implementation of various velocity-field descrip- 
tions[6] and the description of the current-voltage 
characteristics past the onset of saturation[6-91. This 
paper focusses instead upon the implementation of an 
improved description of the Fermi energy in the 
channel and a carrier density dependent low field 
mobility. 

effect transistor, the first step is the derivation of the 
charge control equation relating the gate potential to 
the channel carrier density for zero drain bias. The 
standard charge control equation for a modulation 
doped structure is, 

In deriving the I-V characteristics of any field- 

v(x) = FF(x) = p(dV,-/dx) where F(x) is the elec- 
tric field in the channel for fields less than a critical 
field defined as F, = us/p where v, is an effective 
saturation velocity. For fields larger than F,, 

v(x) = v,. A drawback of this model is that the 
transition from triode operation to saturation is 
not smooth. To circumvent this is number of 
alternative velocity-field characteristic forms have 
been investigated. 

One approximation which offers a smooth transi- 
tion to saturation while preserving a simple, explicit 
analytic expression for Z, is 

v(x) = ~W)l[l + (~lW’(x)l. (6) 

Q,=qn,=(cld)(Vo-E,i/q --A,+ Vp+AEclq) (1) 

where Q, is the area1 charge density in the channel, 
q is the electronic charge, 6 is the permittivity of the 
AlGaAs layer, d is the thickness of the AlGaAs layer 
separating the gate electrode from the channel, VG is 
the gate bias, EFi is the Fermi energy in triangular 
quantum well relative to the bottom of the well, 4, 
is the metal/AlGaAs Schottky barrier height, 
VP = qN,dj/2c and AE, is the conduction band offset 
at the AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction. In defining the 
constant VP, N,, is the donor doping level in the 
AlGaAs, dd is the thickness of the doped AlGaAs. 
The total AlGaAs thickness is assumed to consist of 
two regions, a doped region immediately below the 
gate and a thin undoped spacer layer at the hetero- 
junction of thickness d, so that d = dd + d,. To obtain 
notational consistency the energy terms in eqn (1) are 
redefined as VFI = - EF, /q and A V, = - AE, /q. The 
notation is further simplified by defining 

esthetically pleasing than the two-piece linear approx- 
imation but it is not clear that they provide an 

Equation (6) has been implemented for p con- 

improved description of the device constants which 

stant[lO] and p proportional to n: where y is an 

must be adjusted to fit experimental device character- 
istics. Of the various approximations to the electron 

exponent in the range 0.3-2[11]. The resulting drain 

velocity-field characteristics eqn (6) represents the 
most gradual approach to saturation while the two- 

I-V characteristics for these and other approxima- 

piece linear approximation describes the most rapid. 
Consequently, analysis of these two representations 

tions which are not necessarily analytic are more 

should most clearly illustrate the impact that the 
choice of a particular velocity-field curve may have 
on the resulting current transfer characteristics. 

Rather than trying to justify a particular velocity- 
field characteristic, the central issue of this discussion 
is to demonstrate an improved representation for 
VF,(x). Within the triangular well approximation, the 
sheet carrier density for two energy levels in the well 
is given by 

n,=DV~ln{l +exp[(VFi- Vo)/V,] 

Von=&,-- Vp+AVc (2) 

and 

V& = vo - V& (3) 

so that eqn (1) may be rewritten as 

Q, = qn, = (E/d)(Vb + VFi). (4) 

Continuing the derivation of the MODFET I-V 
characteristics Schockley’s gradual channel approxi- 
mation is assumed to be valid. In this case one writes 
the drain current as Zo =Zv(x)Q,(x) with Qs 
modified to 

where D is the two dimensional density of states, VT 
is the thermal voltage (H/q) and V. and V, are the 
potentials of the ground and first excited state in the 
triangular quantum well. The ground and excited 
state potential can be approximated as V. = --y,r~~‘~ 
and V, = --_~,nf’~ and D = qm*/nh2. The constants 
D, y,, and y, have been adjusted slightly to obtain 
agreement with experimental data[l]. Substituting for 
V, and V, in eqn (7) one finds that it is implicit in ns 
and that an explicit and integrable approximation 
must be substituted. In the seminal analysis[l], VF 
was simply assumed to be a small quantity and was 
set equal to zero. In subsequent refinement the rela- 

where Vc(x) is the voltage drop along the length of tion V,i(n,) was linearized at a carrier density of 
the channel beneath the gate. Analytic solution of the approximately 8 x 10” cme2, close to the upper limit 
I-V characteristics requires two further substitutions. for 2-D equilibrium electron densities commonly 
Simple representations must be obtained for both encountered in AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunctions[2,3]. 
v(x) and VFi(x). The simplest approximation for v(x) Linearizing eqn (7) yielded an expression of the 
is the two piece linear model for which form VFi = VFo - an,. Substituting this into eqn (5) 
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leads to 

Qs = kldd + WlP’b + VFO - ~,@)I (8) 
where Vr,, is a function of T and Ad = ca/q N 8 nm. 
In this approximation, VFO is grouped with the terms 
composing V,,. For clarity in later discussion a new 
term V& = VG - Vos+ VFo is defined. Equation (8) 
then allows us to write the drain current as 

In = z&W + Ad)lIV& - Vc(x)l(df’cldx) (9) 

which is easily separated into integrals over x and V, 
assuming Zn constant along the channel. The limits of 
integration are defined by the physical distance along 
the length of the gate, x’ = 0 to x and the integration 
over Vc proceeds from V&x = 0) = R,I, with Rs 
being the source resistance of the transistor, to 
Vc(x’ = x). Solving explicitly for V,(x) and taking 
the derivative with respect to x results in an expres- 
sion for F(x) which when equated to F, at x = L 

(L = the length of the gate) defines the saturation 
drain current, In, sB1. The resulting equation for In,,, 
is a compact function of the maximum carrier den- 
sity, the saturation velocity and the source resistance. 

Beyond linearizing eqn (7) few attempts have been 
made to obtain an improved description of the carrier 
density along the channel. Khondker et al. proposed 
a gate voltage dependent Ad in eqn (8) and this 
suggestion has been implemented by Hughes and 
Snowden[l2,8]. This, however, represents an incom- 
plete approximation. Although Ad has assumed an 
independent identity as representing the average dis- 
tance of an electron in the GaAs from the hetrojunc- 
tion it is, in fact, obtained directly from algebraic 
operations leading to eqn (8) and is directly propor- 
tional to the slope of eqn (7) at the point of lineariza- 
tion. The linearization process also yields the zero 
intercept VFo. Consequently, if Ad is to be made a 
function of VG then so must VFo. From eqn (7) 
analytic expressions can be derived for VFO(ns) 
thereby making Ad and Vo explicit function of n,. For 
purposes of later comparison this approach, referred 
to herein as the multi-linear approximation (as op- 
posed to the original single-linear model), has been 
implemented for comparison with the more accurate 
model to be derived. In more original approaches a 
purely empirical expression for n, has been suggested 
by Rhodin and Roblin[B] but is integrable only for 
the intrinsic FET with R, = 0. Kola et al. have 
proposed writing V,; as a quadratic function of n, 
although the improvement over the linear approxi- 
mation is questionable and its implementation in a 
device model has not apparently been published[l3]. 

Motivation for the present analysis follows from 
the fact that when the drain current is derived as an 
integral over Vc(x) the most sophisticated expression 
for VFi which allows analytic integration of an expres- 
sion similar to eqn (9) is of the form VFi = V,, - anf 
where y is and arbitrary exponent. By writing the 
right hand side of eqn (9) as an integral over n, much 
more sophisticated representations of V,,(n,) are 

allowed. Toward the end of selecting a simple more 
accurate representation it is recognized that an intel- 
ligent choice of basis functions to represent V~i 
should result in a minimum number of fitting co- 
efficients to obtain a smooth and accurate approxi- 
mation. Moloney et al. have proposed 

&(meV) = 234.5 (n,/10L2 cm-2)113 - 155 

and 

(@? 300 K) (10) 

&(meV) = 97.6 (n,/lO’* cm-2)‘/3 (@ 77 K) (11) 

to be useful in the modeling of the gate capaci- 
tance-voltage characteristics of MODFETs[ 141. 
Justification for this particular functional form has 
been discussed by Shey and Ku[15]. 

This logic is extended to show that an extremely 
accurate description of VFi (in the triangular well 
approximation) may be obtained by expanding (7) as 
a polynomial function of ,:I3 rather than n, as 
proposed by Kola et al. An appropriate range of 
sheet carrier densities for AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunc- 
tions is 2 x 10” to 2 x lOI crn2. For this range of n, 
we investigated the least squares fitting of polynomi- 
als in nf” to eqn (7) up to third order with various 
coefficients forced to zero. This led to the selection of 
a full cubic formula 

VFi = $n, + &t f” + <n:‘3 + v (12) 

at both 300 and 77 K. The coefficients thus deter- 
mined are given in Table 1. Figure 1 compares the 
linear approximation, the quadratic approximation 
of Kola et al. [ 131, the approximation of Shey and Ku 
(Er = EFo + anf”) [ 151 and eqn (12) at room tempera- 
ture. In the scale of the figure the cubic fit in nil3 is 
indistinguishable from eqn (7). Alternatively, we 
show the error ) (Vh - VF,)/ VFi 1 in the top half of the 
figure where Vzi represents the various approximate 
functions excepting the linear approximation (not 
shown). Equation (10) is not shown because it is not 
derived from a fit within the triangular well approx- 
imation and also assumes a finite acceptor density 
(3 x 10i4/cm3) in the GaAs. 

Going beyond the triangular well approximation, 
eqns (10) and (11) illustrate the feasibility of fitting 
the results of a self consistent solution of Poisson’s 
and Schroedinger’s equation for a modulation doped 
quantum well. Moloney et al. claim the analytic 
functions are accurate to within 1% in the range 
1 - 10 x 10”/cm2. Application of the functions is 

Table I. Coefficients of the polynomial representation of VFi in the 
triangular quantum well (TQW) at two temperatures as a cubic 

function of n:” 

T IL 4 c Y 

300 K -0.09332812 0.14693080 -0.3742477 0.1948085 
77 K - 0.0509923 I -0.03042406 -0.1053764 0.04162516 

The coefficients assume that n, is in units of lOI cm-2. An equivalent 
representation of EFi in eV is obtained by reversing the sign of 
each coefficient. 
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Fig. 1. The lower half of the figure illustrates the exact relation (NUMERICAL) between the Fermi level 
and sheet carrier density in a two level triangular quantum well and various approximate representations. 

The upper half of the figure illustrates the absolute per cent error of the nonlinear representations. 

limited by the assumptions that the AlGaAs compo- 
sition is 30% AlAs and that the background acceptor 
concentration in the GaAs is 3 x 1014/cm3. Further- 
more, the seminal work from which eqns (10) and 
(11) are obtained, present results in graphical form 
from a limited set of parameters. Paasch et al. 
describe the results of self consistent calculations for 
n, as a function of the surface electric field in a GaAs 
MIS (metal-insulator-semiconductor) structure at 
300 K[16]. A quasi-empirical formula is also derived 
to express the results analytically for arbitrary 
acceptor concentrations in the GaAs channel. Using 
the prescribed formula it is straightforward to obtain 
coefficients appropriate to eqn (12) for an arbitrary 
acceptor concentration using a least squares fitting 
routine. Table 2 lists coefficients for several acceptor 
densities in the GaAs at 300 K. The results for 
acceptor concentrations of 3 x 10i3, 3 x lOi and 
3 x 10i5/cm3 are shown graphically in Fig. 2. 

Having derived a polynomial expression for Vri the 
problem of deriving a drain Z-V characteristic may be 

reexamined. As before, the fundamental current 
equation is In = Zv(x)Q,(x) = Zqn,(x)u(x). Once 
again using the two-piece linear approximation 
u(x) = p(d Vc/dx) we expand the derivative as 
dVc/dx =(dVc/dn,)(dn,/dx). From eqn (5) it fol- 
lows that 

d V, /dn, = d VFi jdn, - dq /t (13) 

and dVFi/dn, is obtained directly from eqn (12). 

Table 2. Cofficients of the polynomial represenation of V,, (V) at 
several acceptor concentrations in the GaAs (in cm-‘) 

% ti @ 5 ” 

3 x IO” -0.2025448 0.4833097 -0.6813648 0.2861762 
6 x IO” -0.2005101 0.4698460 -0.6598437 0.2757153 
9 x IO” -0.2015693 0.4674208 -0.6508956 0.2696550 
3 x IO” -0.2165497 0.4881685 -0.6430109 0.2534555 
6 x lOI -0.2348812 0.524009 I -0.6564162 0.2468331 
9 x 10’4 -0.2443743 0.5426155 -0.6630660 0.2424707 
3 x IO’S -0.2771697 0.6125333 -0.6988349 0.2327652 

The coefficients assume that nS is in units of lOI cm-*. An equivalent 
representation of E,, in eV is obtained by reversing the sign of 
each coefficient. 
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Making the appropriate substitutions and rearrang- 
ing yields 

Wx = -%I($ - &lE)n, 

+(2/3)&z” + (1/3)n:“] dn, (14) 

which is to be integrated over x’ = 0 to x and 
n, = n,(O) to n,(x). Intgrating the right hand side 
yields a function of n, which we define as 

N(n,) = (l/2)($ - dq/c)n: + (2/5)&:‘3 + (l/4)n:‘3 

(15) a00 I I 
-0.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 

simplifying the expression for I, to v, (V) 

ILI = (-Wlx)W(n,(x)) - N(n,ml. (16) 

To fmd In, sa, we set nL = n,(L), n, = n,(O) and note that 
at the onset of saturation In.,, = ZquSn,_ = ZqyF,n,. 

Selection of an arbitrary valid value of In, SBt or nL de- 
termines n, as one of the six roots of a polynomial in 
nAi3 defined by eqn (16). The appropriate root defines 
the gate voltage V& via eqn (5) with V,-(O) = RsZD,%, 

which in turn defines V,-(L), again via eqn (5). 

Fig. 3. This figure compares the saturation drain current 
derived using a two-piece linear velocity-field characteristic 
and various representations of the function V,,(n,) at 300 K. 
The third-power curve is the polynomial representation in 

terms of nus. I 

The next level of sophistication entails deriving an 
expression for In using eqn (6) to express the velocity- 
field relation. The derivation proceeds as before with 
the result 

1 = ZW [n (x )N(x ) - n Kw(w 

{x + WP)[~c(X) - ~,@)I) (17) 

where Vc(x) - V,-(O) is an explicit function only of n, 
as defined by eqns (5) and (12). The explicit notation 
N@,(x)) has also been simplified to obtain a more 
compact result. Obtaining a set of I-V characteristics 
for eqn (17) is more difficult than for eqn (16) because 
the electron velocity approaches v, only asymtoti- 
tally. The criterion for saturation is dln/dVc(L) = 0. 
To illustrate one method of solution assume that the 
device being modeled is an ideal normally on transis- 
tor. V& may be selected arbitrarily in the range 
Voa < V& < 0. For a fixed VA an In - V,(L) curve is 

built up from Zn = 0. Selecting a small In, n(0) is 
obtained from eqn (5) with V,-(O) c R,Z,. n(O) is then 
determined by eqn (17) and V,-(L) by eqn (5) again. 
1, is repeatedly incremented until the saturation 
condition is met. The derivative dln/dVc(L) may be 
evaluated analytically as (dZn/dn,(L))(dn,(L)/ 
dV,(L.)) but this result is a long and unwieldy 
polynomial expression in nil’. To avoid the problem 
of determining the onset of saturation a composite 
velocity-field characteristic as suggested by Rohdin 
and Roblin may be applied[9]. In this approach eqn 
(6) is adjusted to fit the true velocity-field character- 
istic up to the peak velocity. Beyond the peak velocity 
a constant u, is applied. This approximation reintro- 
duces a well defined F, which simplifies the determi- 
nation of In, sa, to an explicit procedure similar to that 
used for eqn (16). 

The final feature of the model is the introduction 
of a low field mobility which is dependent on the 
channel electron density at x = 0. As reported by 
Sakaki et al. the low field mobility in a modulation 
doped structure is functionally dependent on n, as 
p = p,,(n,n,)Y where y is temperature dependent. 
Typical values are 1 ,l, 0.5 and 0.3 at 10, 77 and 
300 K, respectively[l 11. Contrary to the approach of 
Ref. [1 11, the present application applies this depen- 
dence only to determine a mobility which is constant 
along the channel in the two-piece linear approxima- 
tion or modified as prescribed by eqn (6). Modifying 
a velocity-field characteristic by a position dependent 
mobility at fields greater that about 300 V/cm where 
polar optical phonon emission dominates transport 
does not seem to be physically justified[l7]. A more 
reasonable approach is obtained by simply replacing 
p in eqns (16) and (17) by p,,(n,(O)/n,,)?. 

0.3 

r 

n , (1x10" cm+) 

Fig. 2. Interface Fermi level vs sheet carrier density in a 
triangular quantum well (TQW) and from self consistent 
solution with various acceptor concentrations (in cm-‘) in 
the GaAs. All curves are from the polynomial representa- 
tion as given in Tables 2 and 3 with a change of sign to 

obtain E,. 

To illustrate the effect of the various models a 
series of comparisons within the triangular well ap- 
proximation are made. The prototype model is that 
of Drummond et a/.[21 using a two-piece linear 
velocity-field approximation and a linear V,,(n,) rela- 
tion Figure 3 compares 1n,,1 vs VG for the single 
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linear model, the multilinear model and eqn (16) for 
a fixed set of material and device parameters as listed 
in Table 3 (the parameters in Table 3 will be used 
uniformly throughout the rest of the paper). Each of 
these models uses the same velocity field relation 
(with y = 0) and varies only in the description of the 
channel electron density as a function of VG and VD. 

With each added level of sophistication the near 
threshold currents increase. To explain the increase 
consider the linear approximation as shown in Fig. 1. 
For small n,, n, varies less rapidly with V, than the 
linear approximation. Hence any linear approxima- 
tion will pinch off the transistor more rapidly than an 
exact model. 

Beyond the triangular well approximation the 
effect of acceptors in the GaAs is also greatest near 
threshold. Referring to Fig. 2, at the lower concentra- 
tions the rate of change of EF with n, is increased for 
n, < 5 x lO”/cm*. This translates to an increase in the 
near threshold current. A plot of the saturated drain 
current using the two-piece linear velocity-field rela- 
tion for various acceptor densities in the GaAs is 
shown in Fig. 4. To illustrate the differences more 
clearly the current ratio INa/IToW relating the current 
obtained with a given acceptor concentration, Na, to 
that obtained in the approximation of the triangular 
quantum well is shown in Fig. 5. 

A critical issue in device modeling is to obtain 
agreement between theoretical and experimental 
device characteristics using known material parame- 
ters and independently measured device parameters 

Table 3. Heterostructure and device parameters used to generate the 
transfer characteristics of Figs 3, 4, 6 and 7 

Material Transport Device 

I = 0.33 p=0.6m2V ‘s ’ f.=lpTTl 
N d = I x IO’“cm ’ r,=2 x 105ms ’ Z=300pm 
4 = IO nm R,=5Q 

The temperature is 300 K in all cases and .r is the AlAs mol fraction 
in the AI,&, ,As. 

0.03 r 
- 0.02 TOW 

~ - 3x10’5 

0.01 

v, (V) 

Fig. 4. Saturation drain currents derived using a two-piece 
linear velocity-field characteristic and various representa- 
tions of Vr,(n,) at 300 K. In the triangular quantum well 
approximation there are no acceptors. The other curves 
show the effect of various acceptor levels (in cm-‘) as 

originally derived from a self consistent calculation. 

6r 

--- 3x10’3 
3r,Ovl 

%.8 
I I I I 

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 

VG (V) 

Fig. 5. Current ratios I,,/ITQ, derived from the results of 
Fig. 4. 

0.025 - 

l 
0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

v,, (VI 

Fig. 6. This figure compares the application of eqns (16) 
(--) and eqn (17) (---) in the triangular well approxima- 
tion at 300 K. The gate voltage decreases from -0.05 V in 

steps of 0.1 V. 

(i.e. source and drain resistances). Often, more con- 
cern is paid to having a smooth transition to satura- 
tion than for obtaining an accurate description of 
device operation in the triode region. To illustrate the 
effect that the choice of a particular velocity-field 
characteristic has on device characteristics Fig. 6 
compares the results of eqns (16) and (17) with 7 = 0 
in the triangular well approximation. The two 
velocity-field characteristics chosen are very nearly 
extreme representations for this relationship. A dra- 
matic reduction in the saturation current is evident 
when eqn (6) is used to describe the velocity-field 
characteristic. Figure 7 shows the effect of using 
7 = l/3 in eqn (17) again using the triangular well 
approximation. As the low field mobility decreases 
the current levels decrease as well. This effect is 
comparable when applied to eqn (16) with the two 
piece linear-velocity field characteristic. Figures 6 and 
7 illustrate the fact that saturation current levels 
depend not only on the saturated electron velocity 
and low field mobility but on how the transition 
between the two regimes is described. 

In the preceeding discussion analytic MODFET 
models based on improved physical descriptions of 
the two dimensional electron gas density in the 
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0.020 

a015 

;i 
_m 4010 

I-? 

acm 

C 

Y/&g= 
I I I I 

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 

v, (VI 

Fig. 7. This figure compares the transfer characteristics 
obtained from eqn (17) with and without a carrier concen- 
tration dependent mobility, p = flo(n,/na)’ in the triangular 
well approximation at 300 K. The gate voltage decreases 
from -O.OSV in steps of 0.1 V. In the first case y = l/3 
(---) and in the latter y = 0 (-). In this case h corre- 

sponds to p in Table 3. 

channel have been presented. It is the intent of these 
models to provide a more physical description of a 
MODFET in an analytic framework. Presumably, 
this implies that a theoretical description derived 
from extrinsic material and device parameters will 
agree more closely with experimental characteristics 
than otherwise. This is obviously desirable in com- 
puter-aided simulations of MODFET circuits. It is 
interesting to note that the velocity-field relation is 
itself a function of the heterojunction parameters as 
determined by Masselink et al. [18]. The composite 
approximation offered by Rhodin and Roblin[9] 
seems well suited to their analytic description as a 
function of Al mol fraction. In conclusion, the models 
presented here are relatively simple, they are analytic, 
they provide a new and more physical description of 
MODFET operation and yield new insights as to how 
they operate. 
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